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CHAPTER~ 1.

Introduction

A. ABSTRACT.

Rearrangement expermentc have demonstrated that subjects readfly

compensate for diaplacoments of the visual field which are constant

through time. Peoudophono experiments have shown similar compensation

In audition, after rotation of -ho aural ax~i, Contn'tly Ehan1n cdis

piacoment of ;,h+ viihi ---i,,, , .. . . ,, - ,,tc ,. " ,

motor coordPnation. Xn each of those . arrangemont •'nd diaarrangement

expenlmontop Specific types of body movements during the caposure period

were nocessaryo if componeation or d01orientation 0 respeotivelyg wers to

Occur.

! v-rr ors -exlparmon. r.ubjects were exposed, under three condi-

tions of motility, to a constantly changing auditory field produced by two

separate nolsegenearating systems, each feeding the sound Into one ear.

After two hours of continuo-us exposure, eleven out of twelve ambulatory

subject8 showed increased variability In an au<itory locaikzation task, the

dkicrimmnatlon of dichotic tinie diff:orenceo Performance after two ho-rs

.u.der thq sr ame condit•ons of exposure deteriorated for only five out of

twcvy sumýbJects when body atiovernenta were rasticeted.. When the subjects

V.7ore wheeled Ln a wbeelchar! ý ttg quvQtly except for frequent head



rotations, nine out oaf twelvu subjects showed Increased variability.

That is, self-produced motion of at least the head, while listening to

dichotic noise which masked background sounds, was necessary to disrupt

accurate auditory localization.

B. REACONEE FOR THE EXPERIMENT

In the last decade, experimental psychologists have come to roalize

that sensory stimulation and motor activity should be regarded as part

of the same set of sensory-motor functions, rather than being regarded

as separate phenomena. van Hoist (12) pointed out that the old model

of sensory stimulation triggering the central nervous system to initiate

a particular response has become outmoded.. An -I--rt-t ; _:4::

evidence for this assertion is that electrical activity pers'5ta in deaffer-

ented parts of the nervous system. Sensory activity# therefore, does

not always initiate motor activity. The next problem for the psycholo-

gist Is to find out what effects motor Impulses, which Initiate muscle

movement, have on the cense receptors. As von Hoist has said, thls

approach studies the effects of the central nervous System on the per-

iphery rather than the effects of the periphery on the centreal nervous

qysterm.

von Holst's model for effects of motor activity on sensory activity

depends upon concept cf "1re-afference", or ssnsory feedback: The

organir4m1s motor activity causes some change in the organism's ralation

to it3 envlronment, and sensory Information about thIs change (that is,

zo-.af±'erornt •nula.tlon) a fed back to the .1rgarlem, summat!.on, With



regard to thM sign and magnitude of the eignals, of' the efferent and

the ro-aý..'ýorent signals determines perception.

One of the reasons for the present experiment in our desire to

suppo'--t general feedback-loop theory. Since von Hoist's formulation

gor.erates specific hypotheses about the subject's bohavior in defined con-

•1itions, the build-up of a set of confirming experiments Is facilitated.

13eyond that general aim, thougho this experiment shquld provide evidence

confirming Hold's theoretical positlon (8), which Is a development of von

Holsts. Hold has added a storage olement to the HolstL-n model in

order to use the roafference principle in accounting for relatively Iong.-

term adaptations tc a displaced vlual flo!cd; he hM applied a foadback-

loop explanation to clvango3 In spatfal coordination. In doing sop ho is

contlauing another line of Invontigation, besIdes thut of von H-olat, for

his concern with the rearrangement and dianrrangemant of spatial orient-

ation makee it poassbl* to rGlacc hds work to tho sensory deprivation

experiments which produco general visual disorientation.

Ovia limitation of the evidence which Hold has collected on the problem

of re-afference in spatial coordInation is that he has worked only in vision.

The present xperfrmont finds alcgifIcance In (a) continuing Hold's work

in teating the Holestan model; (b) tracking down t-ho factors crucial for

m.altainance of spatial orit,4etatlon; and, mozt Important (c) providing

confirrmntion of Hold's reauslt in a differeln moda•lty, audition.

-3-.



CHAPTER II.

History of the Problem

A. REARRANGEMENT AND DISARRANGEMENT EXPERIMENTS.

1. Compensation for a constant displacement f t visual field.

In 1897 Stratton (19) performed the classic rearrangement experl-

ment, studying vision under conditions where the retinal Image was not In-

verted. He found that subjects readily adapted to such a displacement.

Kohler and Erismaan (13, 4) have done similar experiments in which "up"

became "down" and "down" became "up", finding that subjects regained

visual-motor coordination to the point where they could ride a motorcycle

in traffic or climb mountains with their visual field thus Inverted.

More recently Hold and Bossom (9) had subjects walk In a normal

environment wearing prisms which c¢loplaced the visual field 12 visual degrees

to the left or right. Sixty-mlnute eaposures produced significant Shifts

in an egocentric localizatlon task in which the subject had to -swivel in a

clhar and "line himself up" with a target. If the prisms displaced the

visual field to the left, then the subject: tended to center himself to the

right of target, and 3 , n the Bgocentric localization test; he

was compensating for the alteration of 'ls visual field caused by the prisms.

Held and Hein (10) trained subjects In a task In which the subject

had to mark targets with a pencil. The apparatus was 3o



arranged that the subject made his marks directly below reflected

Images of the targets. Pe could not see his hand, and could not, the"e-

fore, reconIze and correct evr~ors. The ari;-anger-nent thus eliminated

trial and error as a deteri~nner of varforinance. Ib~e Investigators foiirci.

that If the aubject wore prisms w-,hich displaced the ilcual fleld a fixed

arnouat~ his post-oxpusur*c tar~at-rrarking shi-ted sig"t~cant-y In the

direction opposiite Lo the priewrnatiC d~lsplacem-rint. .-,n anothor experiment

Held and -Hein (11) demonartrated that with -uitabiy long oxPosure periods

the compensating shift pr--cisely balanced the prismatic dispiacement.

2. Corgnzto 'or comstaz1t dltL cZErýt of the ijuditto~ fleld.

Field produced changes in eubjectzl binaural direction finding~ by the

use of paeudophones durin,,, the trairilnL pteriod (7.At the be~,inning of

trainingl in courid lo7alt~zatlon. sub~jects tended ?-o wa-li 4~5 degrees to the

left of a sound source if -,he left inicrophone of a pseudophone led the

rlicht one by 41d~r~ 2"1 ithe right inicrophone led then the c-ubject

teniod, at iirIc, t walk 65 ileqeer, to the right of the sound source.

A~fter tvalinri-, \c~~r 13 ou. th 1, .',u1bJoctc, Ead chan-ed their localiz-

ation-- In the dlpect ioi10i1 co",,4rnsatodi for the error Iiiduc~od by the

Co~( KI'~( i t o p,.ý-fovrý the sciaro task Usod,



back and forth during exposure periods ranging from 8 to 64 minutes.

Under these conditions (and with a 30 minute exposure period) au'ojects

showed a 34% increase in the standard deviation of their target-marking

along a left-right axis. Increased variability ("disarrangernent") ie taken

here to represent decreased accuracy of hand-eye coordination.

4. The present experlment.

The experiments described thus far demonstrated perceptual-motor

rearrangement due to TIed displacements of the (a) visual and (b) auditor

fields and disarrangermont due to constantly changing displacement of the

visual field. The present experiment completes the "set" by presentlng a

constantly changing auditory field to the subject ei,..-, ,'

The details of the procedure are set forth in Chapter I11.

E3. THEORY.

The results of the rearrangarnent and dlsarrangemunt experiments

cited above depended upon what the subject did during the exposure period.

Motion initiated by the subject was found to be crucial In the production

of a directional shift or of' increased variability In the post-exposure test.

Bossom and icold found -hat If the subject was wheeled In a wheelchair

("passive movement") instead of' wnl~4n through his environment ("self-

produced movement") there w•t• no significant change ln eg-ocentrlc local-

ization. Eimaikrly, 14cld and 3.1e~n (10) found that, If the subject's hand

was moved passively through the visua! field, the siriificant shift of

direction on the hand-eye ooord~naion te:;zt, .'Ahich resulted after -clf-

produced movon-mant, did nat occur. In Cohen an. Id's exý)Crinuient, lf

the subject's hand. na -oved p,'. -;• iy a si-r e•t•.. . ch ,.=•. in •.a.'iabik•



Ity ~L~ inthe he-n.d-eyr, coordlnAt~oz test.

H'e1i anc6 Hoin (101 allna -LId:k; som sorsory ýn--* rniatton abcvrt

tbso resmts~~ of hids velf.-xoducad. mouzl ka.d to *3a avallable tc -,hLe

ý:;tbsnt 11 th~rs war 4o be a2 i~~~'c.~l~vAft 31~ c?.rOCtIOr in thn hsnd-

thýa, unc. of~ cvfry two s.cor~del tzz' ;h, n t:&Dcig -dilf~cer-t dIractfc'.r.cd 111hftI

o~ccro6B c',.,1iuLnaus vlawdr~r. of !claý hn~id ý ras .- rcvcsw'-rj.

q.,tonrcto i., cons~tantly dhPIl*ild vb1o'ZI 11"ld. 9Tho i*3Amrn two~innt~

-soif-prudup'Vhw mot-Ion wid. vc3affersxiluS ý,Iqre ncet~sa2'v to C~rtaf',n~e

.lix.rsinL dpacrer of the 'Auua Cw.r To iiocc'unt for then,3 fladIng

Z-Ield h&& '31.1t *11rin tý.e theory of Aolijt.1 ar4 other e.xperlrnnerntors.~ His

~~~~~ A.F ýi* c4 frf~3~ i i4 ra. apatI&I o~~to.inc-y

:rcodtovii; t .c a~~e1 igifjl.lp wl-jc ;'t :I~c a.viy ri oto,)K ~t~ys*rn. Ito

LalE2:1- id~ .'eGiUlt-r1 r2t thrio 2.ariCar~~ rlvcepto- ac-uor~np-

1 r i ,o..y 't n-1 1cu-'~ ~na;;r,%rnagi-tu:aim zho



present motor act is being compared with the sensory concomitants of

all identical motor acts previously performed. According to Held, the

result of such a comparison determines subsequent perceptual-motor

performance.

There are two ways to prevent the pairine of silgls, efferent and

re-afferent, and comparison with previous pairs In the storage. One way

is tc. induce motion in such a way that minimum efference will oocour. This

is the case !n the "passive movement" conditions described above. The Sub-

jeot is moving, but Is not moving himself no motor activity on his part is

required. The other way to Interfere with the effeeent-reafferent pair.

Ing is to obstruct the feedback loop which allows the re-afferent signal

to reac.f the cantral narvo~u 6yetem. This was done when the subject

was not allowed to see the resulcs of his self-induced movement. When

the signal pairs are not available for comparison there is no basis for

adaptation to a displacement of the visual field, for there is no way to

recognize consistent differences betwe.,n the present and past experience.

In conditions where the subject Is either moved passively or is not allowed

to see the results of his movement, then, no shifts In egocentric localiza-

tion or hand-eye coordination are expected.

Another way to disturo the adaptation process is to make the

effoeent-reafferent relatlcnshps ambiguous. The short exposure times

necessary to cause adaptation In B-Ield's rearrangement experiments suggest

that recently stored pairs of signals are selected first for comparison or

are rmore heavily weighted. If, for a given type of efferent signal, there

have recently been stored many dlffe•ent types of re-afferent aslL rs
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then during the post-exposure testing when an Identical efferent signal

(with its paired re-afferent) is monitored, a number of different re-

afferent signals may, with equal likelihood, be brought from storage. The

ambiguity resulting In the comparison will be reflected in more variable

performance on the post-exposure coordination test. Such a condition,

Hold says, exists when the subject Is moving his hand and watching It

through the variable prisms. Although the prisms are displacing the visual

field back and forth in a systematic manner, there is no systematic way

In which a given type of hand movement Is related to the concomitant

visual re-afferent stimulation. In the language of the model, there Will

be many different types of re-afferents paired with each type of efferent.

Ambiguity of trace comparison causes increased variability of hand-eye co-

ordination.

There is a localization task Inherent In the tests used In Held's re-

arrangement and disarrangement experiments. TID egocentric localization

test forces the subject to localize target in his visual field and to align

his body with It. The hand-eye coordination test forces him to localize

a target In his visual field and move his hand with respect to It. There-

fore, an auditory localization test is appropriate for the auditory analogue

of Cohen and .eid's variable prism experl.-ent (1). In the present experi-

ment the localization task involved the subject's Paying "left", "center"

or "right" to each of a series of c!icks.* If an auditory experiment

* The signal, which the subject heard as a click, was actually a train

of five pairs of electrical impulses. In each pair, one Impulse went to the

left ear and one to the right. The different trains of impulses varied only

in the Interval (in microseconds) between the Impulses in each pair. The

alcgts heard by the subject could be localized inside hie head as balng on the

left or right of the median plane.



using this criterion task is to fit into Held's set of experiments and is

to have relevance to his theoretica! model, then two propositions must b.

acceptod. The first is that saying "left", "centcr"l, or "right" in a

localization task is the equivalent (for the purposes of the feedback loop

model) of ea'aching or turning left or right. This proposition raisee the

question of the differences between perception and perceptual-motor co-

ordination, a question whose full treatment lies outside the scope of this

paper. It must be said, however, that the very concept of feedback

loops In sensory-motor systems Implies that sensory events and motor

events are not xlways discrete; t!his consideration, In turnt Implies that

the perceptual task of locating a sound may be equivaitnt to the perceptual-

motor task of moving with reference to the sound.

C. THE PSYCHOPIHYSICS C)F AUDITORY LOCALIZATION.

The second assumption Involved in appyving an experiment using dichotic

time difference discrim.natlons to Held's sat of experiment4 is that dichotic

time differences are, indeed, an important cue for auditory localization.

Experimenters are agreed that there are three main determinants of

auditory localization: dichotic dlFfereances in time, intensity and phase (18).

Phase cues, however, are Important only for continuod tones (18). The

signals localized In the preaent experirnsnt were clicks of many different

frequencies, and each of the impulses composing the clicks was only of .01

nif}li-cond duration. "'his consiiderdatioon ieaves dicholAc inttnsity and ,1-rimic

differences as possible cues foi' 1ccalization In this experiment.

S- !10-



The results of A. W. MI*ls (14) Indicate that intensity cues are

crucial for localization when the signals a"e high frequency tones. Part

of the procedure of the present experiment, though, was to have the sub-

ject equalize apparent Intensities of the clicks at the two ears . The sig-

nals in the subsequent localization tests (pre- and post-exposure) differed

only in dichotic time differences, not in dichotic intensity differences.

Discrimlnations on the tests, therefore, must have been based on time

cues and not on Intensity cues.

Physiological experiments further support the use of dichotic time

differences for an auditory localization test by Indicating how time cues

might indicate direction. Recording from the auditory cortices of cats

Rosenzweig (15) found that If signals were presented separately to the

two earst the cortical response of the signal presented later in time could

be inhibited, From differences of 0.2 to 9 or 10.0 mllliseconds the ampil-

tude of the response to the later signal was definitely smaller. For

Intervals above 10 milliseconds the response was nearer to full amplitude.

Rosenzweig and Sutton (16) found a slm!lar inhibition of the later signal

at the level of the lateral lemni$sos. working on guinea pigs, Deatherage

and Hirsh (2) demonstrated that the nervous system may compound Inten-

sity and time cues. They found that signals of greater intensity have

shorter latency, and so dichotlc Intensity dlfferences may be represented

as dichotic time differences.

The argument here is not meant to summarize the research on auditory

localization. Rather, it is meant to show that the discriminations In the

-i i -



II criterion task of this experiment must have been based on dichotlo time

dlfferences and that: dichotic time differencee have a role In auditory

localization.

D. * EENSORY DEPRIVATION EXPERIMENTS

Arguments have been prosented to show how an auditory experlment;

using tests of dichotic time difference disurlmination would fit into Field'o

sot of experiments. The rearanj•nreent or disarrangermrent Introduced In

these experiments may be regarded as selective examples of the general-

Ized visual dlsorientation resulting from sensory deprivatlon. lebb and

his students did the original sensory deprivation experiments and, for

instance, LDoane (3) reportod that after three to six days of isolation

significant changes were found on teete of figural after-effects, slz.e

constancy, autc.,-?1netic effet, color adaptation and after-movement.

Freedman et al (5) reported iuimnlar perceptual distortion after only sight

hours of isolation. The proenit experiment Is -meant to attack the General

problem of how the organIsm orients Itself in its environment, but, in the

manner of the rearran-ament and disarra-n•gemnt experlmentn1 attempts

to select out woll-dcflnad factors whch may be crucial for orientation.

When the mechanlnss of opecific orienting functions are understood, more

light maay be shed on t1he genorai diaorientlng effects of sensory depriva-

tion. In this experiment ti:a •puclfic orlenting fuznction sztud.ed is auditory

localization.



E. SUMMARY

This experiment is designed to test Held's reafference theoryt a

theory which may describe how perceptual-motor coordination is developed

and maintained. The theory hae found confirmation In the results of

experiments which show how visual-. and audltory-motor coordination may

I be rearranged or disarranged. The criterion task in this experiment is

based on the dlscrimlnatlon of dichotic time dif-lcrences, cues w-hich have

been shown to be Important for auditory localization.
k

I



CHAPTER III.

The Experiment

A. HYPOTHESESE.

Movement during the exposure period and sensory information aout

the results of movement are necessary to produce directional shifts or
I

Increased variability in rearrangement and disarrangement experiments

respectively (i, 9, 10, II) (see page 6 I. In this experiment the con-

etantly ohanging sensory field is produced wy two noise generators, each

of which supplies the noise for one ear.* This arrangement causes a ran-

dom distribution of time differences between the two ears.

Following the results of Cohen and Held (1) and the predictions of

Held s correlator-storage model (6) one would expect a subject who had

been walking around listenine to the "white" noise to manifest increased

variability on the post-exposure test of dichotic time difference discrim-

ination. If the subject s rrovement was restricted, however, the number

of efferent signals would be minIrnal (that Is, minimal ambiguity from

effeoent-reaffereat pairing could occur) and no deterioration in perform-

ance would be expected. In a restricted moverrient condition, then,

E• Each system generates the inter-al, nols of a transistor, amplified
by a circuit designed by T-1r. 1_Ba-nard Tursky, iTacsachusetts Mental Health
Center.



variability of discriminations should be about the same for pro. and poet-

exposure tests.

A third condition used In this experiment combined elements of the

first two conditions (walking, and lying down with restricted movement

during exposure): The subject sat In a whe.Jchal- so that his trunk and

lego were iut moved. He was Instructed to rotate his head frequently In

a horizsontal plane. If pross body movement, as opposed to head rotation,

to the crucial factor In the maintainance of accurate auditory localization,

then one would expect no change In performance. That Is, since the body

Is passive In the wheelchair ("passive movement") condition, the results

should be the same as in the lying-down ("recumbent") condition, If body

movements are crucial. If head rotations are crucial, though, one would

expect Increased variability on the post-exposure test.

To summarl:., with any exposure condition In which the subject ts mov-

ing parts of his body Important in sound localization while also listening

to the "white" noise, increased variability of performance Is expected on

the post-exposure auditory localization test. Both the critical motion and

the dichotic "white" noise are required for changes to occur.

B. PROCEDURE.

1. Testing apprts

A train of five pairs of electrical Impulses was generated by three

Tektronix Inc. Type k.' Waveform C-enorators and two Type !61 Wave-

form Generators. (See Fg. i..) The train was 40 milliseconds In

duration, with pairs of .01 millisecond square waves spaced at 8 m11I-

- 15 -



second intervals. Of each pair of square waves, one pulse went to

one side. and the other pulse went to the other side of the system.

The Interval between the pulses in each pair was continuously variable

from 5 microseoconds to more than I millisecond* A crossover switch

permitted the signal to lead on either side.

The stimulus train was fed into Borg Type P05 potentiometers

used as attenuators. A range of 4 decibels (100,000 ohms) was used.

One attenuator modified the signal for each side, and the signal was

then fed Into Permoflux PDR8 stereophonic earphones, producing sharp

cliokso The subject could equalize apparent Intensity by manipulatAng the

two potentiometer dials.

2. Exposure apparatus.

The noise generator for each ear fed the sound Into a Realistic

8-transistor portable radio for amplificatlon. The earphones used were

a second set of Permoflux PDR8's. (See FIg. 2.) The energy

spectrum of the noise from 200 to 3600 cps is shown Lit Fig. 3. The

subject adjusted the Intensity of the noise at the beginning of the

expowire period to mask baokground noise.

23.--Samp]e and Pre-testing.-

The experimental sample was composed of 18 naive Harvard under-

graduates. None of the subjects were previously known to the experi-

menter, and those e.pplicants who had extensive experience as subjects

in other psycholog1caI experiments were not accented. Psychology aria

Social Relations concentrators were also refused.



Two subjects began the experiment, but dropped out because

| the "whiteH noise caused ringing in their ears for t o, or three days.j
A third dropped out because of siclmnesa, and a four•.a because he was

I unavailable for 1 1/2 months after his first experime.ital session. Two

I other subjects completed the experiment, but their data could not be

I included In the results tecause on some of the pov t-exposure tests

their subjective midpointe (In terms of dichotic t!Vie differences) had

shifted far to one side and no numerical threshcie for dlscrlinnat~on

were calculable. This problem is further explained in Chapter IV,

All of the 12 subjects remaining In the scrple were trained in

the dichotic time difference discrimination tas'c on a separate day before

the oxperimennt began. The 12 were roughly i-qulvalent li their aldil

at the task at the beginning of the experiment. Nine other applicants

were rejected because they did not Improve during the training period

to the required level of skill.

In worldng out the testing and exposure procedures, 5 subjects

were used for pilot study. None of theri amz included In the experi-

mental sample. From this group the apArox)mate level of discrimina-

tion required for the experiment was d('rermined. When subjects re-

quired an average of mo.re than 100 ml.rosecor.ds shift in dichotic time

difference to perceive a change in the apparent localzation of the fused

clicks, the expected effect of Increased variability of discriminations

after exposure In the X.mnbulatory condition never appeared. With dis-

criminatlons of the order of 30 microseconds, however, increases in

1.17



variablty (that lse deterioration to levols of discrimination worse

than 30 microseconds) resulted In the Ambulatory condition. In order

to be accepted for the experiment, therefore, subjects had to make

discriminations of the order of 30 microseconds during the training

period.

4. Procedure.

On each experImental day the subject began and finished by equal-

Ilzig the apparent Intensities forz the two ears* (eFi.4fr a

sample data sheet.) The numbers of the data sheet refer to the j

units on the potentiometer dials, each unit representing 100 ohms of

Impedence. The order of the numbers Is roversed; "000' on the dials Jj

!ndlcatee maximum attenuatton. The dials were set alternately at

Left - 550 and M2ght - 550, with the other dial set at 450 in each

case. The subject localiied the sound for each pair of settings and

turned up the Intensity on the weaker side (the side opposite that

where the sound was localized.) An average (Left minus Right) read-

Ing was obtal •ed for the set of sL-. trials, and was used for the expert-

mental setting with the total (Left plus Right) always equal to 1000.

Then the pre-exposuro test of dichotic time difference discrimina-

tion was performed. (E-eo Fig. 5 for a sample data sheet.) Starting

with the click leading in the left ear by 90 microseconds, the signal was

advanced towards right-lead in 5 microsecond steps until four success-

Ive "rights" were raported. Thc saane pi-ocedure was then followed in

*The Instruct!ons for c.11 tcot. and cxposure pexriods aro included

In Appendiu A.



the opposite direction. Five such pairs of increasing and decreasing series

were used for each test sitting. The set of thresholds of discrimination

of chgM In the apparent location of the fused clicks (indicated by trianzuwar

markers in FIg. 5) provided a measure of variability.

On each experimental day, the subject was tested for dichotic time

difference discrimination before exposure and at the end of each hour. On

the average, a test took four minutes to complete.

Three two-hour exposure conditions were usedt

1.* Ambulatory - The subject was required to walk up and down a busy

corridor for alternate five minute periods, Insurlng considerable head and

body movement, both translation and rotation. (Fig. 6.) Continuous

"white" noise was supplied by the two noise generators. At the beginning

of exposure the subject adjusted the intensity of the noise just to the

point where background noise was maskodý and balanced the apparent Intensity

of the noise at the two ears. During the "resting" five minute intervalej

the subject sat and read.

a * Recumbent - The subject lay on a bed with ne head rotation and

very little gross body movement. "W'ýhite"' noise was the same. The sub-

Ject usually read throughout the exposure period, and was not allowed to

sleep. (FIg. 7.)

3. Passive movement - The subject was wheeled in a wheelchair for

alternate five minute periods over the same route as In the Ambulatory

condition, and sat still (reading) in the Intervals. (Fig. 8) 1"Whltd°noise

was the same. Head rotations were frequent, while gross body movements

were restricted.



Eaoh subject was run In each experimental condition, with sessions

spaced about one week apan. The sequence of conditions was permuted

to control for order eifects.

S5. Criticisms and controls.

(a) Control of the effect of sM•tjon: in a perceptual taek ::

diffloult as the discrimination test used In this experiment precautions
against ouggestion must be speclfled, especially since the experimenter knew

what results the hypotheses predlcted. One cue to the subject In this

experiment might have been the rhythm with which the stimuli were presented,

to the subject; for instance a decrase In the frequency of presentation

might Indicate to the subject that he had reached the point where a change

from "left" to "right" (or "rlght" to "left") was expected, Throughoutt

the experiment, howevert the rhythm wan held constant at about I stlmulus

every 3 seconds. In addition, all data sheets tand relevant dials were covered

so that the subject couldn't see them, and no spoken communication (except

for Instructions, printed In Appendix A) occurred between the experimenter

and subject after the begInnine of each experlmental session. As was evi.-

dent from their comments at the and of their participation none of the sub-

Jeats had any idea about the purpos3 of the experiment. According to

their repor'ts, none of themoven realized that the round in the dlchotc time

dcfference discrinmination tests moved systematically fronrk right to left and

vice versa.

(b) !Fativue, boredom and distraction.

The experimental hy-pthosia p that exposure in the Am,,bulatory

condItlon sheli cauco !n ýioased %.a.rlabi:f"iv on the clichotic -imo dlfference

- O -



dlscrilmnation test and that exposure In the Recumbent condition shall not

cause any change. If fatigue, boredom or distraction from the "whitet"

noise Itself affects perforilance it would affect results in the R-ecumbent

as well as in the Ambulatory post-exposure teste. The hypothesis Ie that

"white" noise -%ll affect performance, therefora, but independently of

those three factors.

since increased variabillty was expected In the Ambulatory post-expcsaue

testing,, ontrol conditions were used to determine the offects of fatigue,

boredom and distraction from walking up and down the corridor r

1. Four subjects were run In a condition Identical to the

Ambulatory condition except that their hearing wac ualnv:pedod;

they did not listen to "white" noise.

Z. Three subjects viere run for an extt.a 1/2 hour on

their Ambulatory days. Following their post-exposure tests,

they walked up and down the corridor continuously for the 1/2

hour and were then re-tested.

3# To determine the duration of the experimental effect

in the Ambulatory oondcition, four subjects rested for an extra

1/2 hour on their Ambulatory dayu, and were -hen re-tested.

During the 1/2 hour. perlod they walked occaslonaliy, but sat

reading most of the tini.

Two subjects were run In additional 1•4 hour control conditions follow-

ing the passive movemeont oondit-oa. CGae subject sat stnd read ior the 1/2

hour, and the other w,3 contlruýdl in tho Pa~ss.ve mowvirneit condition, eo-

cevt that hu was not i3tlin:n:r to il • "whitc" nzise.



t
Five subjocts returned afer they had finished the experiment n

to r epeat some of the experimental eesions. They wore subjects whose

results had deviated considerably from the sample mean, and It was hoped
t

that extra Information might be obtained by running them In extra condl-

tions and controls. The data from such extra sessions In stated as such

and In not Included In the table of experimental results.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

I. Statistics.

The hypotheses in this experiment are concerned with chane In

variability of performance. The set of ten thresholds, obtained by the

procedure described above, provide a measure of variability. For a given

experimental session, the% comparison of the standard deviations of the

set of thresholds from the pre- and post-exposure tests was the measure

of increased variab•lity. The standard parametric test for the significance

of the difference between two variances is the F-test, which assumes an

approximately normal distribution of the population of differences (SDI1

minus SD 2 ) and a random selection from that population. The other

applicable parametric test, the t-test, also requires normality of the

population of differences of variances.

We have no knowledge about the population of differences of variances

under these conditions. and therefore have no basis for an assumption of

normality. It seemed iAse, then, to forego the advantages of a stronger

rejecting statement In order to avoid assumptions of normality.
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War this reasont non-parametric tests were nsed. liace zroults

for the same subject In different condittons consUtuted matched pairs

of gcores, the WioozoI Matchod-Pairs Sined-M•Riks Test was used.

One advantage of this test I that it taken Into account the magnitude

of the difference between &cores as well as tho direction of the change.

The Interval scale properties of the data In th, experiment are thus

employed. The test Is com4dered an excellent aon-parametzio analogue

to the t..tost and has comparable strength (1").

The Friedman Two-way Analysis of Vane ace was useed to determine

how much of the variance among the results was accounted for by each

of three varIablesi Subject, Experimental condition and Order of Condi-

tioe, Sy comparing the relative amounto c!• varlance duo to each of a

pair of vaables this test measures the slanIflcance of the hpothesie

that one of the pair accounts for all of tko variance.

(_) ba'n experimental results. The results of statistical tests

for Increases In variability under the three, experimental conditions are

mummarised In Tables I and 21. A graph of these results is shown In

Fig. 9., Ambulatory subjects showed sinificantly Increased vaembility

of discrimination both after one and t'Yo hours of exposure. The

Increases after one and two hours were also significant In the passive

movement condItions but were not as large. A slight, statistically

insignifloant Improvemoent of performance occured In the Recumbent
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condition; that is, there was a slight decrease In the standard deviations

of the sets of thresholds.

One possible lnterpretstion of these results to that proprioception

from body and head movement, rather than efference, forms part of

the feedbaoe-loop described by Held' a model.* Held's passive movement

conditions In the Hold and Bossomp the Held and Hein,, and the Cohen

and Held experiments (see page 6 ) were meant to show

that proprioception from a passively moved miwole was not sufficient to

cause the compensation or disorientation predicted by the feedback-loop

model, which Is an effereace-reafterenoe model. Complete oonfIrmation

of Hold's Inference that efference rather than proprloaeption is a

necessary part of the loop would come from aneo•hotaizd limb or from

lesion experiments Such experiments would completely cut off proprio-

ceptive stimulation and would have to be done on animals.

Another Interpretation of the Increased variability In the Ambulatory

and Passive movement post-exposure results suggests that Intersensory

effect Inihtiatoed by the extra load on the visual system during these

conditions causes deterioration of dichotlo time difference discrimination.**

Such a proposal can not be examined directly from the results of this

experiment without further experimentation to test It, but It seems of

less Importance at the present time for two reasons. Primarily,

SSuggested by Dr'. E,7ric Kandel of the Massachusetts Mental Health
Center.

** M1fentioned by Dr. Elliott Machler of the Massachusetts Mentaa Health
Center.
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"stress" is difficult to quantifys, and therefore is aiffliult to define

operatioally in an experimental situation. Seocndly, before the stressc.;y be

supposedly caused by certain canditions8 studioed donvenlently, It Is

necessary to determine which specific components of the disarrangement

conditions lead to incresed variability. After this has been accomplished,

the Intersensory evmts Inherent to the conditions may be studied.

The Pasive movement condition wae. essentially an exploratory con-

ditlon which does not thoroughly separate effects of head movements

from body movements. For one thlnag the frequenoy of head movements

Is not well specified In the Instructions (See Appendix A). More Import-

ant the condition failed to distinguish between rotatory and translatory

motion. Another experimout, therefore, must be designed to study the

effects of four types of movementes head rotation, head translation,

total body rotation and total body translation. Also, when the movements

have been specfed In this manner, It may be easier to determine frequency

and amplitude of movements.

(b) The curve In FIE. 9 representing Ambulatory results shows

a decrease In variability from the post I hour to the post 2 hour test.

Although this difference Is not statistically significant (See Table I) It

was consistent for the sample of 12 subjects. One might# Instead,

expect an asymptotic curve., especially since the variability scores In the

Cohen and Held disarrangement experiment (I) never showed a decrease

with prolonged exposure. Furthermore, prolonged exposure In Held and

Hein's rearrangement experiment prod-acoed an asymptotic curve. (11)
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One of our suljots whose result& In the Ambulatory condition approid.

mated the average results for the whole sample was re-run In the

Ambulatory condition after the experiment per ae was completed. Expo-

sure was prolonged to throe hours. The results are graphed In Fig. 10,

The curve levels out 1 a large Inoreas. of variability during the

first hour and a smaller decrease during the second hour. If head move-

ments are, indeed, oruoial for maintance of localslston and If# through

fatigu'., they decreased In frequency during the second hour of exposure*

then one might expect a o jase In dotlo n (variability) of dichotlc

time differe=c discrimination during the second hour.* Of course,

comment oan the reasons for this second-hour effect is speculation, but

this particular xplanation Is supported by the Passive movement condition

results, where slgnrfl&ntly Increased variability resulted from self-

produced head movement during exposure.

Cc) The order effect. The significance of Increases In variability

on Days 1# 1I and 111, regardless of condition (Experimental conditions

were permuted to control for order effects.) Is shown In Table III.

A graph of the results, when analyzed by Order Instead o4 by C%-#dlitlon,

Is shown In FIg. 11. From Day I to Dwy III there Ia a progressively

Sdeterioration after exposure. This It partly due to an Increase

In the baseline (pro-exposure) level of vareiabilityl, which would make per-

centages of Incras,& smaller, and partly to an actually smaller absolute

Eu3uggested by Dr. Richard Seld of Brandeis University.
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I
increase of variability. This effect was also noted for an experiment

on speed perception by Freedman and Held (6). Two kinds of mechanisms

may be working here0 (a) Generally disturbing aspects of the exposure

conditions which bother the subjeot on the first day but which he gets

used to (hence, the smaller increcse on Day IX and Day 1lI), and (b)

A last' for the experimental situation which the subject learns on the

first da a.d which re-entry to the laboratory triggers on Day IX and

Day 11X (hence, the higher bae*Hne on those days.) Since the subjects

presumably function normally outside the lab between session.s, the latter

mechanism would have a st•op gradient of generalization.

(_d) Results of control conditions.

I. eubJect- run In a conditlon 1dau't•oal to Awbulatory, but

without listening to the "white" noise, did not show increased variabilty

at the end of two houra of exposure. (See V-ig. WZ)

2. Wben Ambulatory subjects were kept for an additional 1/2

hour to rest, they mturned to the baseline level of variability. This

Indicates that the duration of the effect in the Ambulatory condition

is less than 30 minutoe. If A•rbulatory subjects walked continuously

d&ring the extra 1/2 hour, their diao Iminationr at the end of the 30

minute poxlod also wero lose var'lble than their pre-exposure test.

(see F. 13)

3. Paesive niovement subjects in the same extra I/2 hour

conditlons also ,-eturned to pre-sxposure levels of dlscr-imrnation. (iee

7I-. 14.)
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I
1 T. That different subjects could give very dissimilar reullts In the

Same condition it tndicated by the difference between the two curves In

mg. 13. Differences In the results for the same subjet In the same

condition on dIfforent days also occurred. One sub)Ject who had shown

a small Increase In variability In the Ambulatory conitlion showed an even

smaller Increase when he was re-run after the experiment lg g. Two

other subJects with very small changes In the Ambulatory ondition demon-

strated very large changes In their re-run of that condition, and returnd

to the baseline level of discrimination with an extra 1/2 hour walldng with-

out noise•

Another subject who had shown some Increase in variability In the

Recumbent condition was ro-run In a control condition In which he lay on

a bed with no "white" noise. He was allowed to read. At the end of

one hourw he showed a 200% increase In the variability of his discrimina-

trons. During the second hour he walked up and down the corridor for

alternate five-minute periods, also wltgnolse. At the end of this hour,

his discriminations were at the baseline level of variability. This subject.

apparently had to have strong contact with a normal environment In order

to maintain accurate auditory locallsatlon.



CHAPTER IV.

As mentioned In Chapter III, the results of two subject, who

completed the xperiment could not be Included In the calcuations of

oeprnm~ntal results because on some of the post-exposure dichotic

time difference disclrmination tests they continued to say s.left" when

the right signal was leading by 100 microseconds (See Fig. 5) or "right"

when the left signal was leadS~, Ly 41v giaximum sawounr* N o numersasi

thresholds were calculable for these tests, so the data had to be di.

carded. To determine the effect of ohanges of intensity balancing on

the mean of the thresholds of dichotic time difference discrimination.

a procedure separate from the experimental work was carried out.

First# the changes In apparent Intensity balancing caused by chan•es in

dlohotic time difference were studied. (See FIg. 15.) Then the pro-

codure was reversed, studying the shifts of the subjective midpoint In

microseconds as a function of changs In dichotic intensity differomce.

* This dIrection&l shift Is probably due to differential adaptation to
the loud "white" noise, because of (a) the crude mechanisms for adjust-
Ing "white" noise Intensitiess, and/or (b) a difference in dichotic intensity
balancing between the absolute intenslt'y level of the "white" noise and the
level of the test signal.
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(see rig. 16.) in each case the results appro]imated a straight lUne.

but an experlmont covering a wider range of dichotic Intensity and time

differencee needs to be completed before Inferencem can be made about

the shape of the curve.

3
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CHAPTER V°

Followtng the expoerlmentoe o'f Held and Bossom (9)v Hold and

Hien (10s 11) and Cchen and Hold (1)v this experziment ndltates that

self-pioduced motdion uringhe wposum ported as -wel as sosoy

Infor~mat~ion about t.he rsuemlts of t:his motion Is necessary to pr~oduce

Ineaeaues In vaezabillty of dichotlo time dlfference dlscrimination.

Fatizgue, distraction and boredom do not have snoficant eoffets*.

The study of Int:ersensor.y -effects and ofte r ole of psrepriocepive,

stimuli and an adequate breakdown of the components of head and

total body movement all require further experImentatIon.
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TABU I. Signiflance of differeages tn variability frow pre-
eaposure to pest-*xpeouwe tests of diebstie tine difference
4iscrJiainatioa, suwor vwrying conditions of motility.*

SIGNIFICA'ML OF INCUI5,L) V,1-,1IDLITY

Fr'om Fr- Prom
Pro- to IVe- to Pest I to
Post I br. Post 2 hur. Post 2 hr* V

Ambxula•t7 p 4 00 .006 ,,

ROOM"" N.8, NOS. Ned.

Passsve •01 .018 N•.S

* dileozen Matabed-i'•rs Siued-rManks Test, *ae-tjiled.

?ABL Ii. bigaiease. of the ameout of variaae in the ezperiniatal
results asoountod for by one ef the variables , whoa they
(Condltion, SubJeet, and Order) are paired &aaist *ae aother. *

, Uabjv v•r•l&no: The Experimental Condition
wurieblo "eceunts for variaieo in the results,
sig•ificat at the .000 l0"el.

SU* bab.•l varlanoe: The Order vrarliable aecoumts
tor the variance in the results, sipifioeat
&t the .08 Ilvel

CWAiL M . 9,jOd varlanse: The Exzperinental Condition
vrlaible "ecounts for variance in the results,
Sigalfioest at the .10 level

*0 Friedman fvo-4ay Analysis of Varliass.
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TABLE•1 1. bagniticnoe of differonces in variability froa pre-
ezxoposu to post-exsosure tests of dlichotie time differacc*
dtscriminatioci, on different *zj)Orimental days (regardless
of experimental oondlition.)f

bIG•NIFICA'NCE Ur ,,l,_••_',•.• .BII

From From •From
11r". to Pre- to Peat I to
P'ost 1 hr. iust 2 hr, Post 2 hr.

bay I p < .005 low0 .010

Day XX ,015 o08 N.S,

Day III NIS.. U.S. tles,

* Uileozon Latohed-Vairs -biwnd-ltunks Testg one-tailed.
The Day I oest-i to P'ost-2 cbarn.e in variability was

a dtgU a, (iqproveient in perfor.ro)p eignifioat
at t00.
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APPENDIX A

INeTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS

L2Ml~!•. Intenarty Bala "This ts a task in which you're to report
whethwr a s-onwdi lofts rlight, or center. I will repeat tb o sound until
you're ready to report; that In, when you think you've located It, give
the report. When you report a sound as center, It should be a point
exactly In the center of your head; center is consIdermd as a point, not
a general area. It will help to concentrate if you kee-1 your head still
and your eyes n'Josed. Are you ready?"

After the subject has reported: "Turn this dial (Indicating) until

the sound is exactly In the center of your head. Turning the dial this
direction will make the sound mov . t on't worry about over-
shooting the center mark; If you do, you can turn It back to center by
turning the dial In the opposite direction."

Michotic Time. MDscrminacions: "This, again, is a task in whloh you're
to report whether a sound is in the left, right or center of your head.
Again, center Is considered to be a point and not a general area In the
center of your head. Report center only If the sound Is exactly at a
point In the middle of your head. If It Is even Ileanhig' to one aide, then
report that side. I will give the sound once, and you should report unless
you're not sure. If so, ask me to repeat the sound, and I will. Keep
your head steady and your eyes closed throughout the test. Are you
ready?"

Exposure t "Turn the red dials on the radios until the sound Is just loud
enough so that you can't hear me talking. Each dial controls the loudness
for one ear. When you've adjusted the loudneas so that you can hear
nothing but the nolse, make suro that the noise In the two ears sounds
ecqually loud. After that, the dials will be left alone. During the next
hour, you_'re ......

S�Recumbent " .... to Hie quietly on the bed. Keep your body as still
-[ as possible, and it's essential that you koop your head absolutely still.

You may move your handa and your eyeballs while reading, but beep your
head still. Do you understand?"**

th rth•ost I hour test, I showed cheir a card on whdch was
printed, "'Ssame instrac,-1ons for one ir:orv hour."



... ttoe wal up aend owte hatl Inalternate flvsm
211M~ta Duin th five.minto mate yo cmyT 4 and rea.•4

You should youreelf by the ha *lack and kep as alos* to the
fv-.mnUm.o intervals an possible. Do you understand?"

p._ " .... o sit in the wMheLir,, keerplg your body
s/l. I wil wheel you up and down the haIl in alternate flve-mimte
Intoervalsp and during the" times you shomuld rotate your head back and
forth (demoustr•ting) as though you wanted to look In all the offioes.
During the rooting peorod& you may read. Do you -inderstand?"

i.' "During• th ext hour you're to walk up and down

theain tornat, five-.minute Intervals. You may read onl during the
five,-madnuo r'ests. Do yo understand?"

I
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